
 Super Kibo – Using stories! 

 Have you ever heard of a super Kibo? A robot with powers? Surely you have
heard of the mystical Super Aliens that fight off the baddies? 

Kibo is electric and can electrify his enemies!! 
Teacher to START Kibo and show children Kibo’s flashing light. 

The super Kibo is a magical creature that will assist anyone who might be in
danger. It has a Mohawk of destruction that electrifies any who try to challenge
it or block enemies who get in the way of saving those in need. 

The super bot is able to listen out for anyone in trouble with ginormous ears
called the ears of Zanndarr which enable it to hear robots in danger all over the
universe. 

Once it has located a robot in trouble, it is able to use the eyes of crimson souls,
which allows him to see 98% of the light and identify any threats that may be
lurking in his sight. 

Once it has saved the robots in need, super Kibo utilises its missing tooth of
Gnars, which then allows it to safely teleport them back home to be reunited
once again with their robot family. 

If you ever hear a robot in trouble, fear not, for the super Kibo shall be close by,
hearing all, seeing all and waiting to strike. 
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Oh, but where does Kibo live? On a planet? In the ocean? 
Teacher: It lives on planet Mars….Which is a land to many creatures, strange
animals and weird habitats. 

Oh but I wonder what super Kibo’s habitat might look like. 
Teacher to then SHOW samples of habitats (introduce story maps).

Continue questioning. 

And I wonder, what does super Kibo eat to survive? 
Super kibo lives off a delicate mix of grains, fruits and goblin bones!! 

SHOW the banana on the story map

Let’s now make a habitat for Kibo and its robot friends to live, eat, and
survive! 

What things would you need? I wonder If we can dress up Kibo? What
weather might it be on Kibo’s habitat? 

Children can form groups to start their constructions, drawings, paintings
etc…..and code Kibo to travel places on their story map based on children’s own
wonderings and stories. 
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